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III. Calorimeters



Calorimetry
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Calorimetry: The Idea behind it ….
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Ice-calorimeter from Antoine 
Lavoisier's 1789 Elements of 
Chemistry.

         

∆T= E / (c· Mwater)= 3.8·10-14K !
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What is the effect of a 1 GeV 

particle in 1 litre water (at 20°C)?  

In particle physics: 
Measurement of the energy of a particle 
by measuring the total absorption

Calorimetry originated in thermo-dynamics 
The total energy released within a chemical reaction can be 
measured by measuring the temperature difference
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/calorimeter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antoine_Lavoisier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antoine_Lavoisier


Particle Physics Detectors

There is not one type of detector which provides all measurements we need -> “Onion” concept -> different 
systems taking care of certain measurement 
Detection of collision production within the detector volume 

resulting in signals (mostly) due to electro-magnetic interactions
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Tracking detector Energy measurement Myon 
Detector

Innermost layer Outermost layer

Neutrinos

Myons

Charged
Hadrons

Electrons
Positrons

Photons

Neutrons

Transverse slice through ATLAS plane



Why Calorimeters ? 
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Magnetic spectrometer:  
Momentum of charged particles measured  
in B-Field by tracking detectors 

<latexit sha1_base64="BmEWh079bsRPsN0BlE49OVMii3A=">AAACEnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEiwVElVFcZKLAwMRaIPqQmR4zqtVSe2bAepivINLPwKCwMIsTKx8Te4bQZoOZKlo3Pu1fU5oWBUacf5tlZW19Y3Nktb5e2d3b19++Cwo3gqMWljzrjshUgRRhPS1lQz0hOSoDhkpBuOr6Z+94FIRXlypyeC+DEaJjSiGGkjBfa5F0mEM0/RYYwCkcNMwNwTkgvN4dwTeXZzX8sDu+JUnRngMnELUgEFWoH95Q04TmOSaMyQUn3XEdrPkNQUM5KXvVQRgfAYDUnf0ATFRPnZLFIOT40ygBGX5iUaztTfGxmKlZrEoZmMkR6pRW8q/uf1Ux1d+hlNRKpJgueHopRBE3faDxxQSbBmE0MQltT8FeIRMj1o02LZlOAuRl4mnVrVbVTrt/VKs1HUUQLH4AScARdcgCa4Bi3QBhg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+5qMrVrFzBP7A+vwBN5Ceag==</latexit>�p

p
/ p

L2

Problematic: with increasing p (or E) the momentum resolution gets worse (or L huge) 
Calorimeters are the solution 

What else ? They work also for neutral particles !! 
<latexit sha1_base64="dd2JK+5ThVzyiVmnLOUlthW64YM=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhf8XHzMhgED2HZlRA9BrwIXiKYByRrmJ1MkiEzs8vMrBBD8Fe8eFDEq//hzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvCmDNtPO/byaysrq1vZDdzW9s7u3v5/YO6jhJFaI1EPFLNEGvKmaQ1wwynzVhRLEJOG+Hwauo3HqjSLJJ3ZhTTQOC+ZD1GsLFSJ38ki6jdx0LgIrq594rItejkC57rzYCWiZ+SAqSodvJf7W5EEkGlIRxr3fK92ARjrAwjnE5y7UTTGJMh7tOWpRILqoPx7PoJOrVKF/UiZUsaNFN/T4yx0HokQtspsBnoRW8q/ue1EtO7DMZMxomhkswX9RKOTISmUaAuU5QYPrIEE8XsrYgMsMLE2MByNgR/8eVlUj93/bJbui0VKuU0jiwcwwmcgQ8XUIFrqEINCDzCM7zCm/PkvDjvzse8NeOkM4fwB87nD5eFkrI=</latexit>

n, �,K0, ....

Measurement of energy or momentum of particles:  
Focus on high energy particles (hadrons, leptons, (photons))



Calorimetry: Overview

Basic mechanism for calorimetry in particle physics:  
formation of electromagnetic  
or hadronic showers.  

The energy is converted into ionisation or excitation of the matter. 
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Charge Scintillation light
Cerenkov light

Calorimetry is a “destructive” method. The energy 
and the particle get absorbed!   
Detector response ∝E  

Calorimetry works both for charged (e± and 
hadrons) and neutral particles (n,γ) !



Dominant effect for energies above a few MeV: 
Pair production 

Reminder: Basic Processes
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Electrons/positrons Photons

pair creation 
in electron 
field

Critical energy Ec: the energy at which the losses 
due to ionisation and Bremsstrahlung are equal
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<latexit sha1_base64="ENH3Jx/nxNXWJXt1b1kEkBbtqjw=">AAACJHicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5JIqYIIRSm4rGAf0IQwmUzaoTNJmJmIJeRj3Pgrblz4wIUbv8XpY6GtHhg4nHMPd+7xYkalMs1PI7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/faMkoEJi0csUh0PSQJoyFpKaoY6caCIO4x0vGGV2O/c0eEpFF4q0YxcTjqhzSgGCktucVzOxAIp34jS/37rNxw8bGb2oLDS0G4zC7+s3U4c4sls2JOABeJNSMlMEPTLb7ZfoQTTkKFGZKyZ5mxclIkFMWMZAU7kSRGeIj6pKdpiDiRTjo5MoNHWvFhEAn9QgUn6s9EiriUI+7pSY7UQM57Y/Evr5eo4MxJaRgnioR4uihIGFQRHDcGfSoIVmykCcKC6r9CPEC6FqV7LegSrPmTF0n7pGLVKtWbaqlem9WRBwfgEJSBBU5BHVyDJmgBDB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Gx/T0Zwxy+yDXzC+vgGccKVg</latexit>

dE

dx
(Ec)Brems =

dE

dx
(Ec)ion

Radiation length defines the amount of material a particle has to 
travel through until the energy of an electron is reduced by 
Bremsstrahlung to 1/e of its original energy

⇥Ee(x)⇤ � e
x

X0



Electromagnetic Showers
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Cloud chamber photo of 
electromagnetic cascade 
between spaced lead 
plates.
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<latexit sha1_base64="uDgUpHvVOjYFJl27GXqmaAQ20M8=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWsB/QhjLZbtqlu0nY3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8epoqxNYxGrXoCaCR6xtuFGsF6iGMpAsG4wvcv97hNTmsfRo5klzJc4jnjIKRordQdjlBIrw2rNrbsLkHXiFaQGBVrD6tdgFNNUsshQgVr3PTcxfobKcCrYvDJINUuQTnHM+pZGKJn2s8W5c3JhlREJY2UrMmSh/p7IUGo9k4HtlGgmetXLxf+8fmrCGz/jUZIaFtHlojAVxMQk/52MuGLUiJklSBW3txI6QYXU2ITyELzVl9dJ56ruNeq3D41as1HEUYYzOIdL8OAamnAPLWgDhSk8wyu8OYnz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/vQqPJw==</latexit>

E0

0       1      2       3      4       5       6       7                 t[X0]

…. …. ….

X0 is the 
characteristic 
scale

High energetic particles: form shower if passing through (enough) 
matter. 

Alternating sequence of interactions leads to a cascade: 
Primary γ with E0 energy produces e+e- pair in layer X0 thick  
On average, each has E0/2 energy 
If E0/2 > Ec, they lose energy by Bremsstrahlung

Next layer X0, charged particle energy decreases 
to E0/(2e) 
Bremsstrahlung with an average energy between 
E0/(2e) and E0/2 is radiated 
Radiated γs produce again pairs



Analytic Model of electromagnetic 
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Electromagnetic shower is characterised by 
Number of particles in shower 
Location of shower maximum 
Longitudinal shower distribution 
Transverse shower distribution  

Introduce longitudinal variable 
<latexit sha1_base64="3WXPhORTpwDlm/60ZRr8GwjUYvA=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKe5KiF6EgBePEcwDkiXMTmaTIbOzy0yvGEI+wosHRbz6Pd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0ikMOi6305ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4eNU2casYbLJaxbgfUcCkUb6BAyduJ5jQKJG8Fo9uZ33rk2ohYPeA44X5EB0qEglG0Ugtvni7aPbdXLLlldw6ySryMlCBDvVf86vZjlkZcIZPUmI7nJuhPqEbBJJ8WuqnhCWUjOuAdSxWNuPEn83On5MwqfRLG2pZCMld/T0xoZMw4CmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89idCJSlyxRaLwlQSjMnsd9IXmjOUY0so08LeStiQasrQJlSwIXjLL6+S5mXZq5Yr95VSrZrFkYcTOIVz8OAKanAHdWgAgxE8wyu8OYnz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/fD6O/A==</latexit>

t = x/X0 Simplified model (assuming e~2) 

Example:  
1 GeV photon in CsI crystal: 
<latexit sha1_base64="OlKJVoMQyeKKrvGzSCu9nNCcAE8=">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</latexit>

Ec ⇡ 10 MeV

Nmax = E0/Ec ⇡ 100

tmax ⇡ 6.6X0

Number of particles after traversing depth t: 
<latexit sha1_base64="gQFo2OvmFB8JyfAgHJKNgvCYHs4=">AAAB8XicbVBNS0JBFL3Pvsy+rJZthiSwjbwnYm0CoU2rMMgPUpN546iD8+Y9Zu4LRPwXbVoU0bZ/065/06hvUdqBC4dz7uXee/xICoOu++2k1tY3NrfS25md3b39g+zhUd2EsWa8xkIZ6qZPDZdC8RoKlLwZaU4DX/KGP7qe+Y0nro0I1T2OI94J6ECJvmAUrfRwm8dzckWKj9jN5tyCOwdZJV5CcpCg2s1+tXshiwOukElqTMtzI+xMqEbBJJ9m2rHhEWUjOuAtSxUNuOlM5hdPyZlVeqQfalsKyVz9PTGhgTHjwLedAcWhWfZm4n9eK8b+ZWciVBQjV2yxqB9LgiGZvU96QnOGcmwJZVrYWwkbUk0Z2pAyNgRv+eVVUi8WvHKhdFfKVcpJHGk4gVPIgwcXUIEbqEINGCh4hld4c4zz4rw7H4vWlJPMHMMfOJ8/b2iPbw==</latexit>

N(t) = 2t

Each particle has energy:
<latexit sha1_base64="jl9n0tGpSi+le2ZHwr3lp8igRG0=">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</latexit>

E(t) =
E0

N(t)
=

E0

2t
! t = ln(E0/E)/ ln 2

The shower end approximately when 
<latexit sha1_base64="KdTxrmxVfpU5VrmwA1S6/8O1D0w=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVUj0WpOCxgv2AdinZNNuGZrMxyRbL0t/hxYMiXv0x3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBZIzbVz328ltbG5t7+R3C3v7B4dHxeOTlo4TRWiTxDxWnQBrypmgTcMMpx2pKI4CTtvB+HbutydUaRaLBzOV1I/wULCQEWys5NdRD0up4idU75N+seSW3QXQOvEyUoIMjX7xqzeISRJRYQjHWnc9Vxo/xcowwums0Es0lZiM8ZB2LRU4otpPF0fP0IVVBiiMlS1h0EL9PZHiSOtpFNjOCJuRXvXm4n9eNzHhjZ8yIRNDBVkuChOOTIzmCaABU5QYPrUEE8XsrYiMsMLE2JwKNgRv9eV10roqe9Vy5b5SqlWzOPJwBudwCR5cQw3uoAFNIPAIz/AKb87EeXHenY9la87JZk7hD5zPH9qMkXs=</latexit>

E ⇡ Ec

<latexit sha1_base64="cYqdVtwyfHvalfEKDL1GLY41iE0=">AAACHXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5KUUt0IBSm4rGAf0MYwmU7aoTNJmJmIJeRH3Pgrblwo4sKN+DdO2yxq64ELh3Pu5d57vIhRqSzrx8itrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sH5uFRW4axwKSFQxaKrockYTQgLUUVI91IEMQ9Rjre+Hrqdx6IkDQM7tQkIg5Hw4D6FCOlJdesNlwMr2ADlpSb9AWHHD2m51rp+wLhpOFaKUwq98mCm6auWbTK1gxwldgZKYIMTdf86g9CHHMSKMyQlD3bipSTIKEoZiQt9GNJIoTHaEh6mgaIE+kks+9SeKaVAfRDoStQcKYuTiSISznhnu7kSI3ksjcV//N6sfIvnYQGUaxIgOeL/JhBFcJpVHBABcGKTTRBWFB9K8QjpGNROtCCDsFefnmVtCtlu1au3laL9VoWRx6cgFNQAja4AHVwA5qgBTB4Ai/gDbwbz8ar8WF8zltzRjZzDP7A+P4F64mgow==</latexit>

Ec = E(tmax) =
E0

2tmax

Maximum shower depth: 

<latexit sha1_base64="JHJu5ZOa9io7ow0lG69nFVU4a64=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWATd1JlSqhuhIILLCvYBnWHIpJk2NMkMSUYsw3yDG3/FjQtF3Lpy59+YtrPQ1gP3cjjnXpJ7gphRpW3721paXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7bRUlEpMWjlgkuwFShFFBWppqRrqxJIgHjHSC0dXE79wTqWgk7vQ4Jh5HA0FDipE2kl861X7qSg45esjgJXSZgG4oEU6vfTszDWfwbKpW/VLZrthTwEXi5KQMcjT90pfbj3DCidCYIaV6jh1rL0VSU8xIVnQTRWKER2hAeoYKxIny0ulJGTw2Sh+GkTQlNJyqvzdSxJUa88BMcqSHat6biP95vUSHF15KRZxoIvDsoTBhUEdwkg/sU0mwZmNDEJbU/BXiITKJaJNi0YTgzJ+8SNrVilOv1G5r5UY9j6MADsEROAEOOAcNcAOaoAUweATP4BW8WU/Wi/VufcxGl6x85wD8gfX5A8kxnDs=</latexit>

tmax = ln
E0

Ec
/ ln 2

<latexit sha1_base64="FaEC7riJiaGzmr+PaeAzqNImDLY=">AAACIXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6KTOl1G6EggiupIJ9QKcMmTTThiaZIclIyzC/4sZfceNCke7EnzF9LGrrgXs5nHMvyT1+xKjStv1tbWxube/sZvay+weHR8e5k9OmCmOJSQOHLJRtHynCqCANTTUj7UgSxH1GWv7wduq3nolUNBRPehyRLkd9QQOKkTaSl6s+eIkrOeRolMIb6JJRBAt6SXOZgKWrqRVIhJM7z05Nw6mXy9tFewa4TpwFyYMF6l5u4vZCHHMiNGZIqY5jR7qbIKkpZiTNurEiEcJD1CcdQwXiRHWT2YUpvDRKDwahNCU0nKnLGwniSo25byY50gO16k3F/7xOrINqN6EiijUReP5QEDOoQziNC/aoJFizsSEIS2r+CvEAmSS0CTVrQnBWT14nzVLRqRTLj+V8rbKIIwPOwQUoAAdcgxq4B3XQABi8gDfwAT6tV+vd+rIm89ENa7FzBv7A+vkFzieiCQ==</latexit>

Nmax = exp(tmax ln 2) =
E0

Ec

Maximum number of particles in shower



EM Shower Properties

Longitudinal development governed by the radiation length X0. 

Lateral spread due to electron undergoing multiple Coulomb scattering: 
95% of the shower cone is located in a cylinder with radius 2 RM 
Beyond this point, electrons are increasingly affected by multiple 
scattering 

Lateral width scales with the Molière radius RM 
Important parameter for shower separation

Example:  
E0= 100 GeV  
in lead glass Ec=11.8 MeV 
→Nc≈13, t95%≈23  
X0≈2 cm,  RM= 1.8·X0≈3.6 cm 
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ES = mec
2
p

4⇡/↵ = 21.2MeV

MC Simulation

transverse development 
for 10GeV electrons

9African School of Physics, Stellenbosch, South Africa, August 20109D. Froidevaux, CERN

Electromagnetic Cascades

A high-energy electron or photon incident on absorber initiates EM cascade 

Bremsstrahlung and pair production generate lower energy electrons and photons 

Shower  profile  strongly  depends  on  the  absorber’s  X0

Longitudinal shower profile Transverse shower profile
Width given by Molière radius :

0 Pb

21 MeV 600
,    7

1.2M c
c

R X E
E Z

Governed by high-energy part of cascade
[for E<Ec cascade  exhausts  by  ionisation,  Compton,  …]

~ 22 X0

~ 2 X0

Calorimeters aim at large X/X0 (20 – 30)

And prefer transparent material in front

Presampler corrects E for early showers

2RM

RM = X0
Es

Ec
= 21.2MeV ⇤ X0

Ec



Hadronic Cascade: The Details

Different processes are created by the impinging hadron: 
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 invisible energy  
-> large energy fluctuations  
-> limited energy resolution

absorber material
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Hadronic showers are way 
more complicated than em 
showers. 

high energetic secondary hadrons taking a significant part of the momentum of the primary particle [e.g. O(GeV)]

hadronic component

heavy fragments

a significant part of the total energy is transferred into nuclear processes:  
nuclear excitation, spallation,  ... ➠ Particles in the MeV range  

Breaking up of nuclei (binding energy) neutrons, neutrinos, soft γ’s, muons 

neutral pions (1/3 of all pions), decay instantaneously into two photons ➠ start of em showers

electromagnetic       
component



Hadronic vs. EM Shower
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Calorimeter Types



Calorimeter Types

Two different types of calorimeters are commonly used: Homogeneous and Sampling Calorimeter
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Read outAbsorber + Detector

long enough to absorb the cascade

Particle

Homogeneous Calorimeter 
• The absorber material is active; the overall deposited energy is converted into a detector signal 

• Pro: very good energy resolution 

• Contra: segmentation difficult, selection of material is limited, difficult to built compact calorimeters

Example: Crystal calorimeter 
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Sampling Calorimeter

Sampling Calorimeter
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Passive material  
(high Z)Active material 

long enough to absorb the cascade

Particle

Read out

A layer structure of passive material and an active 
detector material; only a fraction of the deposited 
energy is “registered”  
Pro: Segmentation (transversal and lateral), 
compact detectors by the usage of dense 
materials (tungsten, uranium,…) 
Contra: Energy resolution is limited by fluctuations



Calorimeter: Energy Resolution

The relative energy resolution of a calorimeter is parametrised:
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(
�E

E
)2 = (

csp
E
)2 + (

cn
E

)2 + (cc)
2

Stochastic term cs 
Counting aspect of the measurement: 
Simple statistical error 
Depends on intrinsic shower 
fluctuations, photoelectron statistics, 
dead material in front of calo, and 
sampling fluctuations 

Noise term cn 
Constant, energy-independent 
noise contribution to the signal 
Resolution term scales with 1/E 
Electronic noise, radioactivity

Constant term cc 
Inhomogeneities with in the 
detector sensitivity, calibration 
uncertainties and radiation 
damage



Basic Concept
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Scintillator Types:  
Organic Scintillators  
Inorganic Crystals  
Gases 

Photosensors: 
Photomultipliers  
Micro-Channel Plates  
Hybrid Photo Diodes 
Visible Light Photon  
Counter Silicon 

Ba

Base

Light Transport 
Light guides 
Direct coupling



Calorimeters: Active Material

Detectors based on registration of excited atoms or molecules 
An incident photon or particle ionises the medium 

Ionised electrons slow down causing excitation. 
Excited states immediately emit light. 
Inorganic and organic materials!
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• PbWO4: Fast, dense scintillator,  

• Density ~ 8.3 g/cm3  (!) 

• ρM 2.2 cm, X0 0.89 cm 

• low light yield: ~ 100 photons / MeV
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Active  
material 



Inorganic Scintillators

Fluorescence is known in many natural crystals. 
UV light absorbed 
Visible light emitted 

Artificial scintillators can be made from many crystals. 
Doping impurities added 
Improve visible light emission
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conduction band 

valence band 

hν
impurity excited states 

impurity ground state 

Advantages: 
- Good efficiency 
- Good linearity 
- Radiation tolerance 
Disadvantage:  
- Relatively slow 
- Crystal structure needed  
(small and expensive)



Organic Scintillators
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Organic scintillators are aromatic hydrocarbon compounds 
(containing benzene ring compounds) 
The scintillation mechanism is due to the transition of electrons 
between molecular orbitals 

organic scintillators are fast ~ few ns.  
Excited states radiate photons in the visible and UV spectra. 

Fluorescence is the fast component 
Phosphorescence is the slow component 
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Active  
material 

1) Generation of Optical Photons

A) Organic (molecular) scintillators

Naphtalene: 
π-electron system

Advantages:
• Fast
• No  need for Xtals
Îliquids, glasses, …

Disadvantages:
• inefficient
• Non-linear (quenching)
• not good for γ’s

Advantages: 
- Very fast 
Disadvantage:  
- Inefficient 
- non-linear 
- not good for photons



Light transport

The photons are being reflected towards the end of the scintillator 
A light guide brings the light to a Photomultiplier
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Typical Geometries: 

8 W. Riegler/CERN Scintillator Detectors 
From C. Joram 

UV light enters the WLS material 

Light is transformed into longer 

wavelength 
!!Total internal reflection inside the WLS 

material 

!! ‘transport’ of the light to the photo 

detector 

UV light enters the light guide material  
Light is transformed into longer wavelength (wavelength shifter)  
->  Total internal reflection inside the WLS material  
-> ‘transport’ of the light to the photo detector 

Typical Geometries: 

8 W. Riegler/CERN Scintillator Detectors 
From C. Joram 

UV light enters the WLS material 

Light is transformed into longer 

wavelength 
!!Total internal reflection inside the WLS 

material 

!! ‘transport’ of the light to the photo 

detector 

Photodetector

scintillator

primary particle

small air gap
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Detecting the Light

The classic method to detect photons are photomultipliers 
Conversion of a photon into electrons via photo-electric effect when the 
photon impinges on the photo cathode 
The following dynode system is used to amplify the electron signal 
Usable for a large range of wave lengths (UV to IR) 
good efficiencies, single photon detection possible 
large active area possible (SuperKamiokande O 46cm)
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APD, SiPM

Avalanche Photo Diodes (APDs) are silicon devices operated in reverse bias  mode in the breakdown 
regime. 
Problem: low gain
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Therefore: 
Add many APDs in parallel with separate quench 
resistors 
Each SPAD (Single Photon APD) works in Geiger Mode 
Breakdown of a single SPAD creates only a small signal 
The total signal is proportional to the number of fired 
cells, i.e. to the number of detected photons

SiPM become more and more popular 
as replacement for standard  photo 
multipliers. 
Also in calorimeters 
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Examples of  
Homogeneous Calorimeter



Crystal Ball Calorimeter

Thallium-doped NaI(Tl) crystals arranged in a sphere (“ball”) ⇒ excellent energy resolution 
(Almost) full 4π solid angle coverage 
Operated at electron-positron collider SPEAR at Stanford (now at Mainz!) 
Physics goal: Precise charmonium spectroscopy
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Crystal Ball Calorimeter
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Beam direction

IP

Quarter segment of detector

CMS ECAL 

Scintillator: PbWO4 (Lead Tungsten) 
high resolution Lead Tungsten crystal calorimeter -> higher 
intrinsic resolution 

Photosensor: Avalanche Photodiodes (APDs) 
Number of crystals: ~ 70000  
Light output: 4.5 photons/MeV
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Examples of  
Sampling Calorimeter



ATLAS Calorimeter

ECAL + HCAL: sampling calo 
Liquid argon LAr calorimeter > high granularity and 
longitudinally segmentation (better e/ ID) 
Electrical signals, high stability in calibration & radiation 
resistant (gas can be replaced) 
Solenoid in front of ECAL -> a lot of material reducing 
energy resolution 
Accordion structure chosen to ensure azimuthal 
uniformity (no cracks)  
Liquid argon chosen for radiation hardness and speed 

Tile calorimeter: covering outer region  
“Conventional” steel absorber with plastic scintillators. 
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ATLAS Hadronic endcap Liquid Argon 
Calorimeter.   (CERN)

Peter Krieger, University of Toronto WRNPPC 2004 23

ATLAS Electromagnetic Barrel Calorimeter

Detector design dictated by physics goals:

e.g. 

Accordion structure chosen to ensure azimuthal uniformity (no cracks)

Liquid argon chosen for radiation hardness and speed

0 0, 4 ,H H ZZ e W e eeγγ ν′ ′→ → → → , Ζ →

|η| < 1.475

Copper/kapton
electrode

Honeycomb spacer 
to maintain LAr gap

Stainless-steel-clad 
Pb absorber plates



ATLAS LAr Calorimeter
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The Future



Current Hadron Calos ... And Dreams

Tower-wise readout: light from many layers of plastic 
scintillators is collected in one photon detector (typically PMT) 
O(10k) channels for full detectors
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Extreme granularity to see shower  
substructure: small detector cells with 
individual readout for Particle Flow  
O(10M) channels for full detectors



Particle Flow

Attempt to measure the energy/momentum of each particle with the detector 
subsystem providing the best resolution 
Reconstruct every particle in the event

PFLOW calorimetry   =     Highly granular detectors  
  + Sophisticated reconstruction software 
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DESY summer students lecture 4.8.2010D. Pitzl, DESY

A new concept: Particle Flow

● Goal: measure jets with 30% / E
▶ Resolve W  jet jet (80.4 GeV)
▶ from Z  jet jet (91.2 GeV)
▶ in events with 4 jets:

m(1+2)

m
(3

+4
)

DESY summer students lecture 4.8.2010D. Pitzl, DESY

A new concept: Particle Flow

● Goal: measure jets with 30% / E
▶ Resolve W  jet jet (80.4 GeV)
▶ from Z  jet jet (91.2 GeV)
▶ in events with 4 jets:

m(1+2)

m
(3

+4
)

Need 
a calorimeter optimised for photons: separation into ECAL + HCAL 
to place the calorimeters inside the coil (to preserve resolution) 
to minimise the lateral size of showers  with dense structures 
the highest possible segmentation of the readout 



The zoo of PFLOW calorimeters
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New Concepts: Highly Granular Calos

CALICE (CAlorimeter for a LInear Collider Experiment) HCAL prototype: 
highly granular readout: 3 x 3 cm2 scintillator tiles, 38 layers (~4.7 λint), 
each tile with individual SiPM readout
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scintillator  
tile with 
WLS fiber

Silicon  
photo-multiplier

tiles in one layer
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Calorimeter in the Pampa



Calos: not only at accelerators!

The methods used in particle physics are more and more used in astro particle physics.
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Requirements are different 

• Search for extremely rare reactions 

‣ Large areas and volumina have to be 
covered  

‣ Background needs to be well suppressed 

‣ High efficiency: no event can be lost! 

‣ Data rate, radiation damage etc. are less 
of a problem

Flux of cosmic ray particles as a function 
of their energy.
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Air shower

Mainly electromagnetic: photons, 
electrons 
Shower maximum: 
~ ln(E0/A)
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05 Use atmosphere as calorimeter
Nuclear reaction length λI ~ 90 g/cm2 
Radiation length X0 ~ 36.6 g/cm2 
Density: ~ 1035 g/cm2 
~ 11 λI, ~ 28 X0



Example: AUGER-South: Argentinian Pampa

1600 water-Cherenkov detectors on ground 
4 Flourorescence-stations with 6 telescopes  
Covered area:  
3000 km2 (30 x Paris) 
Designed to measure energies above 1018eV
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AUGER-Detektor: Ground Array
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Water tank

Battery

Photo-Multiplier

Solar panel

GPS-Receiver

12 m3 Water

Communication



AUGER Hybrid Installation
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CALOR 2010,Petr Ne�esal May 12th, 2010 5/20
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• 3000 km2 experiment at high altitude (1500 m 
above see l.) in province Mendoza in 
Argentina

• 91 Institutions, 18 countries, 487 collaborators
• June 2008 – Southern site completed
• Activities started on the Northern site, 

Colorado USA

CALOR 2010,Petr Ne�esal May 12th, 2010 6/20
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• First experiment with hybrid detection technique
– 4 fluorescence detectors with 6 telescopes each (30o x 28o)
– 1660 water Cherenkov tanks

• 1,5 km triangular grid
•  3  9” Photonis  XP1805 PMTs per station

– 12 % events with hybrid reconstruction
• Low energy extension infill & fluorescence telescopes (AMIGA + 

HEAT)
• Extensive program of atmospheric monitoring
• Wide area wireless radio system



Summary Calorimeters

Calorimeters can be classified into:  

Electromagnetic Calorimeters,    
to measure electrons and photons through their EM interactions.  

Hadron Calorimeters,  
Used to measure hadrons through their strong and EM interactions. 

The construction can be classified into:  
Homogeneous Calorimeters,  

that are built of only one type of material that performs both tasks, energy degradation and signal 
generation.  

Sampling Calorimeters,  
that consist of alternating layers of an absorber, a dense material used to degrade the energy of the 
incident particle, and an active medium that provides the detectable signal. 
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Real Life Examples 
Building an Experiment (Example LHC)



How to do a particle Physics Experiment

Ingredients needed: 
particle source 
accelerator and aiming device 
detector 
trigger 
recording devices
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lots of money to pay all this ….

Recipe:  
get particles (e.g. protons, antiprotons, electrons, …) 
accelerate them 
collide them  
observe and record the events 
analyse and interpret the data

many people to: 
design, build, test, operate accelerate 
design, build, test, calibrate, operate, understand the detector 
analyse data
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LHC collaborations: >2000 people 



Conceptual Design of HEP Detectors

Need detailed understanding of 
processes you want to measure (“physics case”) 
signatures, particle energies and rates to be expected 
background conditions  

Decide on magnetic field 
only around tracker? 
extending further ? 

Calorimeter choice  
define geometry (nuclear reaction length, X0) 
type of calorimeter (can be mixed) 
choice of material depends also on funds
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Tracker 
technology choice (gas and/or Si?) 
number of layers, coverage, … 
pitch, thickness, …. 
also here money plays a role

Detailed Monte Carlo Simulations need to guide the design process all the time !!

at a collider experiment



A magnet for a LHC experiment

Wish list 
big: long lever arm for tracking 
high magnetic field 
low material budget or outside detector (radiation length, absorption) 
serve as mechanical support 
reliable operation 
cheap 
…. 
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Eierlegende Wollmilchsau ATLAS decision 
achieve a high-precision stand-alone momentum measurement of muons 
need magnetic field in muon region -> large radius magnet  

CMS decision 
single magnet with the highest possible field in inner tracker (momentum resolution) 
muon detector outside of magnet 

http://www.positoon
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And what can go wrong….



Disclaimer

Designing a large (silicon) detector for particle tracking or 
identification  is a very complex business 
Many very nice examples exist 
Also some examples of failures
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Some stuff you don’t find in textbooks 
Collection of failures might give the impression of overall 
incompetence  

Overwhelming majority of detectors run like a chime 
Unbelievable effort to get large accelerators and 
experiments in a global effort to run so nicely 
Even sociologists are interested in how we do this …



Top quark discovery 

Effect of low momentum charged particles greatly 
underestimated resulting in analysis difficulties.

D0 without Inner Tracking Magnet 

D0 Experiment at Tevatron constructed to study proton-antiproton collisions 
Top quark discovery in 1995 together with CDF experiment
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Run II system included a silicon microstrip 
tracker and a scintillating-fibre tracker 
located within a 2 T solenoidal magnet.

Original design for Run I: no magnet for tracking 
“Focussing on parton jets for deciphering the underlying physics 
than emphasis on individual final particle after hadronisation” 
Very compact tracking system 
Uranium-liquid argon calorimeter for identification of electrons, 
photons, jets and muons 

Lesson learned:   
magnets are good 



ZEUS TRD

Zeus Transition Radiation detector for electron identification.  
Aim: h/e rejection ratio of about 10-2 for electron tracks 
embedded in jets (1 - 30 GeV/c).
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Reason for mishap: no proper Monte Carlo simulation 
tools available at time of detector design 

However - central tracking detector (wire chamber) had 
2cm end-plate for wire fixation  

Electrons 100% probability to shower and thus were not present 
in showers anymore

TRD used for Here Run I Replaced by Straw Tube 
Tracker for Run II

Lesson learned:   
Monte Carlos simulations  
should include everything
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“Low Tech” Failures



What is “Low” Tech ? 

In particle physics experiments almost everything is high tech  
Need extreme reliability 
Radiation tolerance 
Precision  
Mostly running longer than originally planned
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For particle physics experiments 
this is not true !However - some areas considered as “low tech” and people 

(and funding agencies) don’t like to invest research money 
into those areas 

Cables for powering  
Power plants  
Cooling 
Data transfer (optical and electrical)  
Non sensitive materials (mechanics) 
Glues 
…..
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Wire-Bonds and Wire Breakage



Problems with Wire Bonds (CDF, D0)

Very important connection technology for tracking detectors: wire bonds: 
17-20 um small wire connection -> terrible sensitive …. 

Observation: During synchronous readout conditions, loss of modules (no data, Drop in current)
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during running 

Tests revealed: 
Bonds start moving due to Lorentz Force in magnetic field 
Wire resonance in the 20 kHz range 
Current is highest during data readout 
Already a few kicks are enough to get the bond excited

Implemented “Ghostbuster” system 
which avoids long phases with 
same readout frequency



OPAL MVD 1994

OPAL MVD ran for a short while without cooling 
water flow.  
Temperature of the detector rose to over 100°C.  

Most of the modules to fail or to be partially 
damaged. 
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Mitigation plan:  
new and more rigorous interlock system that could not 
be in a disabled state during data taking conditions. 
rule was implemented that prohibited software 
modifications between consecutive data taking runs. 

Lucky outcome:  
Damage was mostly melted wire bonds 
Detector could be fixed in winter shutdown 

Chain of problem causing damage:  
MVD expert modified the control/monitoring software between consecutive data taking runs. 
Inserted bug which stopped software in a state with cooling water off but with the low voltage power on. 
Stopped software also prevented the monitoring of the temperature from functioning 
Should have been prevented by additional interlock but that was also disabled….  



ATLAS IBL - Wire Bond Corrosion 

Additional pixel layer for ATLAS installed in 2015  
Five months before installation: corrosion residues observed at  
wire-bonds after cold tests (-25 C) 

Severe damage of many wire-bonds 
Residue showed traces of chlorine: catalyst of a reaction between  
Aluminium (wire-bonds) and H2O (in air) 
Origin of chlorine in system never fully understood
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during production 

Emergency repair and 
additional staves from spare 
parts

https://indico.cern.ch/event/435798/contributions/1074098/attachments/1134177/1622192/encapsulation_study_-_Oxford.pdf

https://indico.cern.ch/event/435798/contributions/1074098/attachments/1134177/1622192/encapsulation_study_-_Oxford.pdf


More Wire Bond Wreckage

During CMS strip tracker production quality 
assurance applied before and after transport 

Quality of wires is tested by pull tests (measured 
in g) 

Wire bonds were weaker after transport with plane 
Random 3.4 g NASA vibration test could reproduce 
same problem 

Problem observed during production -> improved 
by adding a glue layer 
No further problems during production
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Other Problems 
and Famous Problems



The top 10 biggest science stories of the decade 

Cable Problem with Press Coverage
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After finding the problem, the difference between the 
measured and expected arrival time of neutrinos was 
approximately 6.5 ± 15 ns. 

Kink from a GPS receiver to OPERA master clock was loose
Increased the delay through the fibre resulting in decreasing 
the reported flight time of the neutrinos by 73 ns, 
making them seem faster than light.

Oscillation Project with Emulsion-tRacking Apparatus — OPERA: 
instrument for detecting tau neutrinos from muon neutrino oscillations 
In 2011 they observed neutrinos appearing to travel faster than light. 

Very controversial paper also within collaboration

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutrino
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faster-than-light


Maybe Most Famous Damage …. 

Underground water Cherenkov detector with 50,000 tons of 
ultrapure water as target material
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Nov 2001: One PMT imploded creating shock wave 
destroying about 7700 of PMTs  
Chain reaction: a the shock wave from the 
concussion of each imploding tube cracked its 
neighbours.  

Seismograph recorded event in 8.8km distance 
Likely that the accident was caused by an 
implosion of one of PMTs 10810 or adjacent 

during commissioning 

  

Phases of Super-Kamiokande
On November 12th 2001 a PMT imploded  creating a shock wave that 
destroyed thousands of PMTs

 The run period prior to July 2001 is termed SK-I (1489 days)
 Detector was rebuilt from 2001 - 2003

Half as many PMTs were installed in the ID
ID are covered in a fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) shell topped with an acrylic window
The OD was completely rebuilt

 Data taken from 2003 – 2005 in this configuration is known as SK-II (804 days)
 Super-K has since been rebuilt to the full ID capacity and has been taking data as SK-III     

   since 2006 ( SK-III data is not used here though)

Detector was partially restored by redistributing 
the photomultiplier tubes which did not implode. 
Eventually added new reinforced PMTs

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shock_wave


Lessons Learned ? 

Spend enough time on simulating all aspects of your  
detector with ALL materials implemented  
Don’t underestimate the “low tech”  

Cables  
Cooling 
Mechanics including FEA 
Radiation damage of non-sensitive materials 
…..  

Make sure the overall timeline is not completely crazy (tough job) 
When mixing materials — ask a chemist once in a while 
…..
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Solving and preventing theses kind 
of problems is also part of the 
fascination of detector physics!!



Summary

I could only give a glimpse at the wealth of particle detectors. More detectors are around: medical 
application, synchrotron radiation experiments, astro particle physics, ... 
All detectors base on similar principles 

Particle detection is indirectly by (electromagnetic) interactions with the detector material  

Large detectors are typically build up in layers (onion concept): 
Inner tracking: momentum measurement using a B-field 
Outside calorimeter: energy measurement by total absorption 

Many different technologies: 
Gas- and semiconductors (light material) for tracking 
Sampling and Homogeneous calorimeters for energy measurement 

Similar methods are used in astro particle physics 

Always looking for new ideas and technologies!
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